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65th Anniversary in partnership with: 

 

  

Swiss Cultural Events in March 2016 

We are pleased to present the following Swiss Cultural Events in the month of March: 

 

 

Design Shanghai 

 

 

Where: Shanghai Exhibition Center, 1000 Yan'an Middle Road 

When:  March 9 - 12 

 

 

Design Shanghai is Asia’s leading international 

design event, breaking new ground and setting a 

precedent in China’s ever-growing design 

community. Design Shanghai provides a unique 

and exciting platform for design brands, 

showcasing the finest international design houses, 

featuring also Swiss companies Vitra and V-Zug. 

 

For further information please refer to 

www.designshowshanghai.com.  

 

 

 

 

As a partner of Design Shanghai, the consulate has the opportunity to distribute a limited amount 

of free tickets (valid for the whole exhibition period). If you are interested to attend the event, 

please send an E-Mail to heidi.zhang@eda.admin.ch before March 4 and the ticket information 

will be delivered to you in due time.  First come - first served!   

http://www.designshowshanghai.com/
mailto:heidi.zhang@eda.admin.ch
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Piano Tour by Chantal Largier in Jiangsu Province 

 

Where & Where: 

 

March 10  19:30 

Lianyungang Culture & Art Theatre 

No. 66 Chao Yang Rd. (E), Lianyugang City 

Tel. 0518-8568 0300 / 8582 5222, Email: lygyyjt@163.com 

 

March 11  19:30 

Nantong Gengsu Theatre, No. 46 Yaowu Rd. Nantong City 

Tel. 0513-8551 2832, Website: www.ntgsjy.com 

 

March 12  19:30 

Nanjing Culture & Art Center, No. 101 Changjiang Rd. Nanjing City 

Tel. 025-51860190、18066082828  

 

The Swiss pianist Chantal Largier was born and grew up in Zurich.  At the age of 8 she was accepted 

by the Conservatory in Zurich as the pupil of Evangelos Sarafianos, and was promoted by him. In the 

year 1997 she moved to Japan with her family, where she was instructed by the concert pianist 

Tomoko Uchida.  

 

Chantal was prize-winner at the “14th Youth Music Harmony Competition” in Tokyo.  In the year 2002 

she started her degree studies at the Music Academy in Basle under Laszló Gymesi, gaining the 

pianoforte Teaching Diploma in 2008. In the period from 2008 – 2010 she studied Music Education 

and gained the Bachelor of Arts in Music and Movement at the Music Academy in Basel.  In July 2013 

she completed the Master of Arts in Music Performance with high distinction at the Zurich University 

of the Arts under Eckart Heiligers. 

 

With her experience as a soloist and chamber musician, Chantal commands a broad repertoire that 

extends from the works of the baroque to contemporary pieces. In the years 2012 to 2013 she 

collaborated with the Ensemble of the Zurich University of Arts on the project “Arc-en-Ciel”.  Since 

June 2014 Chantal is teaching as a piano academic at the Zhaoqing University in South of China.  
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Bernard Tschumi - Architecture: Concept & Notation 

 

 

Where: Power Station of Art, 3F Gallery 6, 200 Huayuangang Road 

When:  March 13 – June 19 

 

 

The Power Station of Art will host the first Chinese 

retrospective of the works of Swiss architect Bernard 

Tschumi. The exhibition showcases 350 drawings, 

sketches, collages and models, many of them were 

never shown before. The exhibition at the Power 

Station of Art - based on Tschumi's work as an 

architect, educator and writer - explores the making of 

architecture as a series of arguments, ideas, influences 

and responses to the contemporary definition of 

architecture today. The scope of Tschumi's approach is 

developed through five thematic and chronological 

sections devoted to the concepts of space and event; 

program and superimposition; vectors and envelopes; 

context and content; and the "concept-form". These 

five themes are illustrated by the architect’s most iconic 

projects. 

 

 

Find more information on www.powerstationofart.org. 

  

http://www.powerstationofart.org/
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Swiss Window in Asia - Pro Helvetia Performance Showcase  

 

 

Where: Power Station of Art, 200 Huayuangang Road 

When:  March 15 - 19 

 

Since the second half of the 20th Century, performing arts have increasingly looked into other 

artistic fields to nourish themselves and develop further, thus hybridizing aesthetics but also 

confronting the status of the finished, material artwork to that of the living, transforming body. The 

“Swiss Window” presents six contemporary Swiss artists working in this exciting no man's-land that 

is the crossover of performing and visual arts, with works oscillating between poetics and politics, 

between moving and standing still, exploring this often visited yet still vastly uncharted territory. 

 

Program 

 

15 – 17.3. Three-day workshop with Yann Marussich  

 

17.3. :  Marie-Caroline Hominal - Le triomphe de la renommée / 

view more on: www.madmoisellemch.com  

La Ribot — Más Distinguidas / www.laribot.com  

 

18.3. Marie-Caroline Hominal — Le triomphe de la renommée  

Yann Marussich — Bain brisé / view more on: 

http://yannmarussich.ch  

 

19.3 Alexandra Bachzetsis — Gold / view more on: 

www.alexandrabachzetsis.com  

Martin Schick — Low Budget Performances / 

http://martinschick.wordpress.com  

 

 

 

http://www.madmoisellemch.com/
http://www.laribot.com/
http://yannmarussich.ch/
http://www.alexandrabachzetsis.com/
http://martinschick.wordpress.com/
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Conference:  Preparing Tomorrow Today – designing a museum for the future  

by Mrs. Tatyana Franck, Director of the Musée de l’Elysée in Lausanne 

 

Where: Shanghai Aurora Museum, 99 Fucheng Road, Pudong 

When:  March 20 14:00 

 

The Musée de l’Elysée is one of the world’s leading 

museums entirely dedicated to photography.  Recognized 

as a Centre of expertise in the field of conservation and 

enhancement of visual heritage, it holds a unique collection, 

including prestigious archives. The Pôle muséal, (art 

center regrouping the Musée cantonal des Beaux-Arts, the 

mudac - Musée de design et d’arts appliqués 

contemporain – and the Musée de l’Elysée), is an architectural project won in 2015 by the 

Portuguese firm Aires Mateus, which will double the Musée de l’Elysée exhibition space and triple its 

storage area, allowing it so to showcase the wealth of its collections by the horizon of 2020-2022.  

 

Tatyana Franck was born in Geneva in 1984 and has been Director of 

the Musée de l’Elysée since March 1st 2015.  Between 2007 and 2015, 

she was the Director of the Claude Picasso Archives in Geneva, 

which houses Pablo Picasso’s works as well as major photographic 

collections including the David Douglas Duncan collection.  A 

specialist in modern and contemporary art, Tatyana Franck dedicates 

much of her professional and private life to photography. She was, 

among other things, curator of several international exhibitions, she is 

Chief Editor of the magazine ELSE published by the Musée de l’Elysée, is involved in the cultural 

policies of several renowned institutions, and holds various honorary posts in Switzerland and 

abroad. 

 

The conference will be in English with Chinese interpretation.  Free entrance by registration to 

Heidi.zhang@eda.admin.ch by March 18th.      

mailto:Heidi.zhang@eda.admin.ch

